
 

                      Connected Cloud 

Experion® Elevate 
Product Information Note 

Experion Elevate is real-time SCADA delivered as a secure and scalable service. Utilizing our 

Experion SCADA platform as the core component, it provides predictable costs, continual support 

and is always up-to-date.  Elevate gives customers a new way to connect, gather, store, visualize, 

report, analyze and make decisions with their process data from geographically disperse field 

installations into our cloud infrastructure… Technology elevated to the cloud, grounded by 

Honeywell’s dependability. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

FEATURES & BENEFITS 

 

  

Challenge: On-premises SCADA systems can be expensive 

and challenging 

Any business which has field assets that need to be monitored and 

controlled in order to improve operations and increase revenue requires a 

data gathering and decision support system in order to accomplish this. 

These systems are not new to any industry, but still typically require a large 

up-front investment for server and network hardware and software along 

with lifecycle costs around maintenance and engineering in order to keep 

the system functioning at its highest level. 

The cost of this investment is more pronounced in smaller to mid-sized 

companies (both in revenue and headcount measures)…and today smaller 

companies are able to obtain and operate a larger asset base than times in 

the past, highlighting the need for improved automation and monitoring.  

Solution: Take advantage of current technologies around 

cloud hosted computing to provide a cost-effective 

deployment model along with a proven software solution 

Cloud technology and availability has increased tremendously in recent 

years on a worldwide scale. These resources are now within reach to many 

customers who can partner with Honeywell to provide a robust, cloud-

hosted solution. 

Base Experion Elevate login screen. Access to client 

and configuration interfaces is accomplished through 

a browser login. The browser login can be something 

as simple as standard domain username/password 

via https or more complex      to require either 

business network VPN connectivity or multi-factor 

authentication (MFA) options. 

 Comprehensive SCADA 

solution continuously 

enhanced over 25+ years 

 Lower cost of entry with 

SaaS model 

 Powerful core SCADA 

features: HMI, trending, 

real-time database, open 

connectivity, alarm/event 

infrastructure 

 HMI Standard Features: 

built-in navigation,    native 

tabbed display functionality, 

native point faceplates and 

point detail screens, custom 

application menu 

choices…all customizable if 

needed! 

 HTML-based graphics – 

scales to screen size, 

multiple device – no        re-

work or conversion needed. 

 Native displays based     on 

your Asset Model and 

Equipment Templates 

 Built-in SCADA Historian on 

production servers (no 

additional licenses 

needed)…plus Uniformance 

PHD option combines for a 

powerful, company-wide 

historical data and analysis 

solution 

 Integrate with on-premises 

Experion and third party 

solutions 

 Always On maintenance 

and support for hosted 

solutions 

 Patches and Upgrades kept 

up to date on your system 

 Complementary solutions 

around alarm management, 

mobility and measurement 

available 
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  Software as a Service Entry 

Starting up with Experion Elevate introduces a 

new option for you to enter into a SCADA 

solution. The Software as a Service model allows 

you to begin your project potentially with an 

operational expenditure (OpEx) vs the traditional 

capital expenditure (CapEx).  

Many times going the CapEx route requires 

numerous layers of approval and a large, up-

front investment into the system. 

With Experion Elevate, we have expanded our 

solution offering to include a Software as a 

Service model, which means you are able to 

begin a contract with us and start paying a 

monthly (quarterly, yearly subscriptions are also 

entertained) subscription fee for: 

 the hosting of the SCADA services 

 the required feature set for your system 

 technical assistance center (TAC) 

 ongoing maintenance of the hardware 

and software components 

Once the system is commissioned, we will serve 

as your day-to-day operations support when it 

comes to making changes, additions or deletions 

to your configuration - all through a controlled 

Management of Change system. 

Engineering services for the initial configuration 

will be evaluated depending on the size of the 

system and are typically outside of the hosting 

subscription fees. 

Secure Infrastructure and Data 

Security is designed into the cloud hosted 

solution from the ground up: 

 Physical security / access control 

 Software / cyber security 

 Network security and continual 

monitoring 

 Process management 

Honeywell Global Security works closely with top 

tier cloud providers to secure the data at rest 

within the hosted service and the data in transit 

from the field. 

There is continual auditing of software and other operational aspects if the 

infrastructure…this constant monitoring may or may not happen in a 

traditional on-premises solution. 

 

Base Experion SCADA applications available from Experion Elevate 

 

Giving You the Flexibility You Need 

Whether your system is starting small and growing larger, or you need some 

data retained at local sites, Experion Elevate can help provide a solution that 

allows you to grow. 

In the hosted solution, our services can be provisioned quickly getting you to 

an online production system sooner vs traditionally ordered hardware and site 

installations. 

System specifics around storage, performance and networking can be adjusted 

as needed, in real-time against your system. 

Experion Elevate can be paired with on-site Experion SCADA solutions to 

provide a hybrid solution. This gives you the option of keeping some local 

control where it is needed and allows you to take other data to the cloud. 

Reliability is Key  

The cloud excels in areas around data privacy and resiliency. Your system’s 

data has detailed controls over individual user functionality through 

encryption, multi-factor authentication, web-based tokens, limited time access 

and more. 

The Experion Elevate solution also has numerous controls in place in order to 

make sure your data is not lost or becomes corrupt. This is accomplished 

utilizing internal datacenter and multi-datacenter pairing techniques. 

The cloud architecture solution is also built on the knowledge that other things 

will fail around the data servers…including items associated with power, the 

building structure, fire safety, and data redundancy. The top tier datacenters 

which Honeywell relies on all have redundant systems around these other, 

non-server items as well…not seen many times within a local, on-site server 

room or datacenter. 
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High level architecture showing numerous data connectivity options from Experion Elevate to 

field sites and devices. 

 

System Physical Security 

“Where is my data stored?” is a common question associated with a cloud hosted 

solution. 

The datacenters in use are purpose-built facilities which are controlled by industry 

standard best practices when it comes to access control through a multi-layer solution 

utilizing guards, physical barriers, cameras, biometric controls and more. Imagine this 

vs. what we see quite often where the SCADA servers are simply behind a ‘locked door’ 

in the office. 

Employees, vendors and visitors are physically separated from the data, which 

decreases the human risk of a security breach. 

Although you cannot go and ‘touch’ the physical hardware anymore, this is not required 

given the datacenter uptime parameters and data resiliency functions…you no longer 

need to go ‘reboot the server’. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Core Experion SCADA Features 

Based on the proven Experion SCADA 

software platform, Experion Elevate 

provides all of the same features and 

functions which can be found in 

Experion SCADA used in traditional on-

premises solutions. 

A short list of features: 

 HTML based HMI 

 Advanced alarm management 

 Native historian – no additional 

license 

 Native polling engine 

 Equipment templates and 

displays 

 Native system and graphic 

navigation 

 Server redundancy 

A full list of Experion SCADA features 

and more can be found in the Experion 

SCADA Production Information Note. 

 

Native Experion Asset Model screen 

navigation, filtering, alarming 

 

https://www.honeywellprocess.com/library/marketing/notes/experion-scada-pin.pdf
https://www.honeywellprocess.com/library/marketing/notes/experion-scada-pin.pdf
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For More Information 

Learn more about how Honeywell’s Experion 

Elevate can improve your SCADA options, visit 

honeywellprocess.com/elevate or contact your 

Honeywell Account Manager, Distributor or 

System Integrator. 

 

Honeywell Process Solutions 

1250 West Sam Houston Parkway South 

Houston, TX 77042 

Honeywell House, Skimped Hill Lane 

Bracknell, Berkshire, England RG12 1EB UK 

Building #1, 555 Huanke Road, Zhangjiang  

Hi-Tech Park, Pudong Shanghai, China 201203  

 

www.honeywellprocess.com 
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